
Walter Wagner says:

December 1, 2021 at 2:33 pm

I have received a few private communications from CRAIG PAARDEKOOPER which I share 
below:

https://www.bitchute.com/video/g62gcJrOuOYu/

https://web.archive.org/web/20211211095030/https://www.bitchute.com/video/g62gcJrO
uOYu/

“Dear Walter Wagner,

Thank you for your introduction. Your background is indeed very impressive. Your careers 
embraced the inspiring innovations of the times – in biology and physics

For myself, I studied philosophy of religion then a degree in psychology. Then I worked in 
marketing. Then I was a software developer, and finally I entered the life sciences where I 
was very happy to obtain a Certificate in Life Sciences Allied to Medicine. I was pursuing a 
degree in Pharmaceutical Sciences when lockdowns began, and have had to depart from 
that course for now.

In the future I shall resume Bioinformatics and the study of anti-ageing mechanisms within 
the body. However, for now I must simply survive the current tyranny.

What Led Me to Know that Something was Amiss?

1. The Govt’s obsession with the vaccine even before one had been made (back in 2020)

2. The complete rejection by the Govt of any safe alternative – Vit D, HCQ, Ivermectin

3. The willingness of the Govt to destroy every bit of their economy through lockdowns

4. The failure of the Govt to slow down vaccine rollout despite obvious deaths and 
disabilities being caused
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5. The psychopathic way that hospitals and doctors were treating people – presumably 
because of Govt policy

6. The mass censorship of any doctors, nurses or scientists who spoke out

7. The proposed introduction of a vaccine passport – and the no jab no job policy

8. The orchestrated and unified adoption of identical tyrannical policies across every country 
in the world

9. The Govt removing all liability from Pharma for any adverse reactions

10. Universities complicit in vaccine production actually murdering hundreds of people in 
order to discredit HCQ

11. The widespread deaths in carehome following the vaccination

12. The censorship of mass media, science journals and social media

What was the Response of People

The response of most people to these events was

a) to trust the Govt or

b) not to trust the Govt

I chose not to trust them. I suspected that the vaccine was toxic – so the Govt wanted to 
hurt people. However, they had to do it a bit at a time because otherwise they would be 
exposed and thrown out of power. So I realised that they would keep deaths and injuries at 
the 5% level of significance – just on the threshold of perception.

Testing out the Idea

Even though I thought this was the case, I didn’t test the idea until Stew Peters Show 
mentioned that 5% of the batches were more toxic. I decided to see for myself, and 
downloaded the VAERS. I wanted to see if there was any significant variation in toxicity 
between batches. I found two things –
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1. 0.65% of batches produced 1000 – 5000 adverse reactions per batch – the 0.65% 
produced high adverse reactions across all states consistently and accounted for 70% of all 
the deaths and adverse reactions

2. 80% of batches only produced 1-2 adverse reactions per batch. 95% of the batches 
accounted for only 10% of all deaths and adverse reactions

So there was evidence suggesting that the batches might vary greatly in toxicity. I didn’t 
know the batch sizes, but assumed they were all equal.

The Deployment Patterns

The clustering of toxic batches in time, the clustering of toxic batches into defined ranges of 
toxicity, the step-wise linear decrease in toxicity – the abrupt appearance and 
disappearance of toxic batches, as well as the time slotting of all the companies suggest a 
non-random occurrence of the batches generating high adverse reactions.

Further Investigation

I can investigate further the variation in toxicity of the batches by looking at the % of reports 
for each batch resulting in death, disability, prolonged hospitalisation. Presumably, if a batch 
is more toxic, it will generate a higher % of reports that result in death.

Confirmation of Toxic Effects of Batches

Since 90% of deaths and adverse reactions are caused by a mere 10% of the batches – that 
is ample grounds for suspecting a variation in toxicity. The nature of that toxicity, being 
blood disorders/clotting and immune dysfunction. I haven’t yet examined the differences in 
specific symptoms between batches, but my guess is that all adverse symptoms will increase 
in proportion to the number of adverse reactions. In other words, there is no qualitative 
difference in the toxicity – all batches produce the same symptoms but to varying degrees 
owing to varying concentrations of the toxic ingredient.
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Still it would make an interesting study to examine the distribution of specific symptoms 
between batches.

Regarding the Deployments of Moderna and Pfizer

My graph is ordered in ascending VAERS ID, so all the batches deployed by Moderna were 
definitely deployed first, followed by Pfizer afterwards. Pfizer had absolutely no input in the 
early adverse reaction reports. All of the first half of the reports were linked to Moderna 
vaccinations and Janssen (two distinct spikes) .

I would like to discuss this point further with you. If media are claiming that Pfizer was first, 
then something very odd is going on here, and warrants close investigation.

Preparing for the Future

Thank you for your email. The response to the videos has been enormous – in total 
approaching 100,000 viewers. More detailed analyses must follow. I am glad that this 
information is slowing down the Pharma agenda, since they have killed so many people –
young and old – and they need to be slowed down

I don’t know if we can stop this agenda. The players are too determined, organised and 
powerful. However, we could make it harder for them – and we could prepare our defences 
for what they are intending.

I have prepped as best I can, and am now involved in setting up mutual aid hubs across the 
world so that if unvaccinated people are excluded from society, they will still be part of an 
interconnected unvaccinated community. BY raising awareness of the truth, more people 
will belong to that community, and my chances of survival will be greater.

Regards
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Craig Paardekooper”

1 in 200 risk using vaers stats CRIMINAL ACTIONS BY BIG 
PHARMA

https://www.bitchute.com/video/OMpWA74wEsaF/

https://web.archive.org/web/20211211095503/https://www.bitchute.com/video/OMpWA
74wEsaF/

captured. Visit page

https://web.archive.org/web/20211211080917/https://www.bitchute.com/video/lZSLkW3
ezFfo/

Visit page: 
https://web.archive.org/web/20211211084914/https://realclimatescience.com/2021/11/p
atterns-of-deployment-of-toxic-covid-vaccine-batches/

death by moderna abc

https://www.bitchute.com/video/C4UJNsiH82sR/

https://web.archive.org/web/20211211093528/https://www.bitchute.com/video/C4UJNsi
H82sR/

death by pfizer number

https://www.bitchute.com/video/3RtUTid1XCqi/

https://web.archive.org/web/20211211093931/https://www.bitchute.com/video/3RtUTid1
XCqi/

General Summary of Batch Codes Toxicity: https://www.bitchute.com/video/3RtUTid1XCqi/

https://web.archive.org/web/20211211132724/https://www.bitchute.com/video/g62gcJrO
uOYu/

Ffizer Batches that are Toxic: https://www.bitchute.com/video/km7HOyzguuK6/

Moderna Batches that are Toxic: https://www.bitchute.com/video/g62gcJrOuOYu/

The toxic ingredient appears to be graphene oxide.

https://www.bitchute.com/video/f29om56KbmCI/

https://www.bitchute.com/video/os4g7wFfDl6x/
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https://www.laquintacolumna.net/

merck whistlblower brandy 2016 - murdered 2020

https://web.archive.org/web/20211211100144/https://www.bitchute.com/video/zt8xhgTx
8g2c/

if you have kids wakeup

https://www.bitchute.com/video/y1rb1CHTbUaN/

FDA, CDC ignore damning report that over 90% of a hospital's admissions were vaxxed for 
Covid-19, no one was reporting this to VAERS! CENSORED 
https://aaronsiri.substack.com/p/whistleblower-fda-and-cdc-ignore-3e2

Stew Peters Show, "Physician Assistant Exposes VAERS: PA Fired After Exposing Jab Injury 
Cover-Up"

https://web.archive.org/web/20211211102433/https://www.bitchute.com/video/oONIejT
m0im2/

https://www.redvoicemedia.com/2021/11/physician-assistant-exposes-vaers-pa-fired-
after-exposing-jab-injury-cover-up/

Succession Planning by big oil execs

https://www.bitchute.com/video/gQTgB2wpheDU/

https://web.archive.org/web/20211211131634/https://www.bitchute.com/video/gQTgB2
wpheDU/

Karen Kingston, a former Pfizer employee and current analyst for the pharmaceutical and 
medical device industries, came forward with indisputable documentation that should be 
shared with the entire world.

https://www.bitchute.com/video/MSskspDitbwY/

https://web.archive.org/web/20211211133111/https://www.bitchute.com/video/MSskspD
itbwY/

Hive Blog WW3

https://ecency.com/proofofbrain/@surrealpete/world-war-three-observations-from-down-
under-2021

prediction by CAF solari

https://www.bitchute.com/video/dUjhzKGwmAlU/
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pure crazy - who keeps being right

https://www.bitchute.com/video/6Bd5SWxsCvY9/
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